LOOKING FOR

PHP DEVELOPER
Workplace: Kaunas, Lithuania

OUR TECH CULTURE:
We are creating a highly scalable platform is based on microservices, REST and RabibitMQ;
We code according to PHP-FIG standards and use community based frameworks and libraries;
We use SQL and NoSQL depending on the task, and New Relic to make it easier.

WHAT WILL YOU DO:
You will be designing a structure today, robust enough to deal with potential challenges
tomorrow;
Write clean, tested and documented PHP code to a high standard, in a timely and scalable way;
Work with blockchain technologies and cryptocurrencies - the hype of today;
Cooperate with the team to deliver the best technology based solutions and raise business
value;
Be a part of such API creation, that all developers are excited to use;
Work using microservices, continue integration and fully implemented deployments.

WHAT WE EXPECT FROM YOU?
At least 2 years of experience working with PHP and Laravel/Symfony;
Relevant experience in building highly scalable systems;
Git, OOP, Redis are embedded in your everyday life;
Personal drive and hunger for knowledge;
English language is a must - we are international.

WHAT’S IN IT FOR YOU?
You will be building a platform, where education is revolutionised via Blockchain;
You will be a part of the first company to create cryptocurrency legally in Lithuania from start to
finish;
A culture of truly high standards and fast pace learning environment.
An amazing team - both professionally and personally;
Freedom and the responsibility to think of solutions, not just do what you are told.
You will have no legacy to code to clean up - everything is open for you to create.
Anything needed for your fast development: global workations, world’s best conferences,
relevant training courses, books, team building activities and workshops.

Interested? Send your CV to us at agne@bitdegree.org

